
It’s a small world 
after all…
International travel might be 
banned at the moment, but 
that doesn’t mean we can’t be 
taken on a wonderful journey 
through our students’ worldly 
writing!  
So fasten your seatbelts as 
we embark to discover all 
things travel, culture and 
history-related in this very 
exciting issue! We will also 
"touch light” on what students 
have been learning about to 
celebrate the Moon Lantern 
Festival. 3, 2, 1…Take off!   
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News from the Library 

Competition Time 
Calling all Artists and Graphic Designers! 

To celebrate the lead up to Book Week 2020, we are on the 
hunt for a fabulous creator to design a poster for this year’s 

Book Week theme: Curious Creatures, Wild Minds. 
The winner will have their poster displayed around the school!   
So unlock your curious mind and let your creativity run wild! 

Terms and Conditions: 
2x winners will be chosen: one from R-2 and one from Years 3-6. Design may be in any medium (by hand 
or digital). Must be at least A4 in size (to potentially become A3 as a poster). Must be creative, original,  
eye-catching and feature the text: “Curious Creatures, Wild Minds 2020.” Entries close 23/09/2020. 




News from the Library

Book Week is 
coming!
This year, we are celebrating Book 
Week in Term 4 Week 2… and 
boy, do we have some special 
things planned! This year’s theme is 
“Curious Creatures, Wild Minds,” 
which is open to lots of creative 
potential! Writers and readers of all 
year levels are invited to participate 
in our Book Week Poster Design 
competition- (please see previous 
page for more details). 

The Greatest 
Discovery!
On Thursday 22 October, we are 
hosting a special Book Week 
interactive show, by Perform 
Education. This show will enhance 
the magic behind some of this 
year’s CBCA shortlisted books, 
which the students will vote for in 
the last week of Term 3. Two shows 
will take place across the school… 
9am: ELC to Year 2 
10:45am: Year 3 to Year 6 
Please see the program overview 
for more information: 
CBCA Program Overview AUS BW 
2020

And the day we’re 
all waiting for…
It wouldn’t be Book Week without 
the annual dress up day! This will 
take place on Friday 23 October. 
Thankfully, we have the school 
holidays to sort those creative 
costumes out! Bonus points to 
anyone who manages to go with 
this year’s Curious Creatures Wild 
Minds Theme.  
Good luck!  

https://blogs.holyfamily.catholic.edu.au/library2017/files/2020/09/CBCA-Program-Overview-AUS-BW-2020.pdf
https://blogs.holyfamily.catholic.edu.au/library2017/files/2020/09/CBCA-Program-Overview-AUS-BW-2020.pdf
https://blogs.holyfamily.catholic.edu.au/library2017/files/2020/09/CBCA-Program-Overview-AUS-BW-2020.pdf
https://blogs.holyfamily.catholic.edu.au/library2017/files/2020/09/CBCA-Program-Overview-AUS-BW-2020.pdf


This is a story of Avelyn helping her friends when they feel sad and picking 
up the blocks to put them away with her friends. By Avelyn, RHA

Reception/Year 1



Reception/Year 1

This is a story about RHA’s assembly with their buddies.  
By Kunal, RHA



Reception/Year 1

This is a story about a Mummy Alien who has a boy baby and a girl baby 
in her hands and there is a boy alien and a girl alien playing together.  
By Arianna, RHA



This is a story about Dad and I, we are standing and balancing in some 
water. By Esrom, RHA
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By Eerat, R/1MP
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By Eerat, R/1MP

By Alexa, R/1MR



Reception/Year 1 

By LiOne, R/1MP
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By LiOne, R/1MP



Reception/Year 1

The Cat is Fat  
by Joshua, R1JH (Reception)

By Joshua, R/1JH
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By Joshua, R/1JH
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The Naughty Cat  
by Abhay, R1JH (Reception)

By Abhay, R/1JH
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By Abhay, R/1JH



Reception/ Year 1

Do NOT Open This Book 
I’m Sleeping!!! Go Away!! 
By Kayla, R1JH (Year 1)

By Kayla R/1JH
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Reception/ Year 1

By Kayla, R/1JH
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Reception/ Year 1

How to make a cupcake by Yasha Tan, R1JH  

By Yasha, R/1JH
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By Yasha, R/1JH

By Arjan, R/1GT
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By Hannah, R/1FD
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By Oliver, R/1FD
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By Mithra, R/1FD

By Biar, R/1MR
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By Zac, R/1GT
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By Zac, R/1GT
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By Eleazar, R/1KJ

By Ishpreet, R/1MR



By Jeikei, R/1KJ
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Year 2

By Deeksha, 2RG

The man and the big smart fox 

Once upon a time long ago there was a man. One day 
the man started to grow grape plants. But one day his 
grape plants were gone from there plant bed. He was 
feeling very upset and sad. So he tried to plant the 
grape plants again in their plant bed. But it never 
worked after a few days he decided to come up with a 
plan. One night he put sticky glue near the flower beds 
floor. Then a fox came to eat the grapes but his bottom 
got stuck in the glue. Then the famer woke up and saw 
that the fox was eating the grapes everyday. The fox 
said “let me go!”. But the famer wanted to teach that fox 
a good lesson. But the fox still tried to convince the 
famer. After a few days the felt very disappointed that he 
trapped a wild animal. He wanted to let him go but he 
knew he would come back to the farm to eat some 
grape plants. But he still felt sad so he made the fox 
promise he would never eat the lovely grape plants ever 
again. He let the fox go and he never ever came back 
again. The End              



Year 2

By Brooklynne, 2RG
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By Zarii, 2RG
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By Ruby, 3KC
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By Ruby, 3KC
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By Sonarita, 3KC





     
By Sonarita, 3KC

By Deng, 3KC



 

 

By Deng, 3KC
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By Deng, 3KC



By Tino, 3KC



By Tino, 3KC



Year 3

NO SOCCER BALLS AT SCHOOL 

To Mr White, 

I strongly believe so many students want to hangout on the oval, but boy play soccer and the that no soccer balls at school: 

Firstly, most girls in the school HATE BOYS PLAYING with their soccer balls because they kick so hard and sometimes they 
hit girls and boys and they are dangerous and boys fight a lot for the soccer goals.I HATE IT 

Finally, When the bell rings, boys are still playing with their soccer balls and once the second bell rings boys just got to class 
and everyone is already into class and the teachers get so upset and teachers just waste their time telling boys to STOP 
playing . 

In conclusion, soccer balls should be banned because when the bell rings boy are still playing will their soccer balls and soccer 
balls are dangerous and students want to hangout on the oval, but boys hit the students with their soccer balls and thy be 
bleeding.Do you want the student to get hurt Mr White? 

Kind regards, 

Amelia 3JW  

Soccer balls should be banned !   
                                                                
Dear Mr White,                                                                                                                          
You should definitely ban balls forever and there are many reasons: 

Firstly, soccer balls are dangerous  people go to the hospital and get badly hurt. 

Secondly, the boys never share the oval space so nobody gets to play and I really liked how you took away the soccer goals 
for 1-2 months that was a good idea. 

Thirdly, children can’t focus  on learning they just chat about soccer all day long. 

In conclusion, soccer balls should be banned because many people got hurt and have to go to the hospital and they take up all 
of the space and they can’t  focus  and talk about soccer all day long!!! And don’t you want to be safe? And that is why 
soccer should be banned! 

Kind Regards,  

Armeet 3JW     



Year 3
To Mr Pearce, 

Can we have more soccer carnivals because they’re really fun and can we have  better soccer goals because They're much better 
and there  better Than the little goals and I want to have more carnivals and vs other people  Because it's really fun. 

Firstly the little goals are good but there not that good because there a bit to little and I keep missing goals because there little 
but the big goals are good to score in and there fun to play with 

Secondly the little goals are to little and I keep hitting crossbar but when I shoot with the big goals I don’t hit cross bar and 
I really like the big goals and if were getting the big goals everyone should should so Then its fair 

In conclusion, soccer carnivals are fun and also at the school I want everyone to have big soccer goals so then is fair but some 
people want to have little goals. 

From, 
Dion 3JW

Change the toilets 

 Dear Mr White, 

Can you please change the toilets? 

Firstly, the toilets smell the disgusting and people flood it a lot. Its also a very good idea because people keep getting 
tissues and wetting the tissues then throwing it everywhere. 

Secondly, people pee on the floor and its really disgusting, also gets wet making my shoe wet. The little kids put soap 
on the floor and I think its disgusting. 

Finally, when kids go in the toilets, obviously the kids will try to look at you when you are in the toilet. Also you can 
get angry at the kids when they look at you. The little kids, they do a number 2 in the toilets and they don’t flush it, 
they also look through the door holes and when people do their number 1 and number 2s.( pees and poos) 

In conclusion, Mr White should change it because people flood it, they pee on the floor and they will try to look at you. 
Do you want younger kids looking at you in the toilets ?  Its really weird, strange and disgusting to think about. 

Kind Regards,  

Felix 3JW 



Year 3
Soccer Letter 

Dear Mr Pierce  

We need more soccer goals and some soccer trials. Because it’s going to make everyone like soccer because it’ll be popular. Also 
the more goals the more people will play it. Also a bigger area for kicking and a bigger area for matches. 

First Reason, Soccer is a better sport than all the sports, because its good for your legs but footy is bad because it’s not 
making you fit. And that’s why you play soccer. 

Lastly, you should play soccer because soccer is the best sport, and if you play soccer you will be fit. Because I strongly believe 
that soccer is the best sport in the world. Also it makes you healthy and soccer can make your legs stronger by kicking the ball 
hard and goalie makes you get your hands moving because you save the goals. Don’t you want your students to be healthy? 

In conclusion, Soccer is better than all the sports because soccer is a popular sport because a lot of people play it and everyone 
likes soccer so much because it’s a healthy sport . Would you want to be fit and healthy? You absolutely should play soccer, but 
guess what? Soccer has more people play soccer. Obviously you have to play soccer to be fit. So that means we have to play 
soccer and it’s a good sport. 

Kind regards,  
Kanye. 3JW

NO BALL WEEK! 
Dear Mr White, 

Boys always play soccer at recess and lunch. It is dangerous game. People can get hurt from balls. So this  are the reasons, 
Balls should be ban for 1 WEEK! 

Firstly, I believe that balls should be ban for one WHOLE WEEK! Balls should be ban for one week because someone wants to go 
to the other side of the oval and  a ball is coming their way, so they have to run to be safe instead of walking to the other side 
of the oval. 

Secondly, I believe that balls should be ban for 1 WHOLE WEEK! Balls should be ban because so many boys fight over one goal 
and there are so many GOALS LEFT! Also it happens with a ball! They fight over one ball and there are like 10 balls left 
somewhere and IT GETS SO ANNOYING! 

Lastly, I believe that balls should be ban for 1 WHOLE WEEK! Balls should be ban because, when the bell gos at recess or lunch, 
All of the boys just grab their balls and then they drop their balls and then starts saying that you STOLE my BALL! Also 
when the bell is about to go, they play soccer and then the ball gets taken of them because then maybe the ball will hit someone. 

Mr.White, Do you want us to be safe? Someone wants to go to the other side of the oval and then they get hit by the ball, 
The boys fight over one ball and the balls get taken of them.  

Kind Regards, 

Kimaaya 3JW 



Year 3
Dear parents video games are good 

Parents you should let your kids play video games for two hours a day these are the reasons down below. 

Firstly game like ring fit are exercise. car games could teach your kids how to drive  

Secondly your kids will have things talk about with there friends. 

Thirdly your kids will play the video games in real live so that is screen free playing. 

Fourthly your kids could make a video game channel and get rich. 

In conclusion you should let your kids play video games for two hours. 

      
                                   Kind regards 
   	 	 	 	 	  Krish 3JW 

Dear Mr winters, 

Why we need fitness every day 

Fitness is very good for us because it makes us move around more, and it gets our heart moving which is good for us. 

Firstly we should do fitness more often because its fun and we can learn how to do more than one sport. 

Secondly fitness makes us healthy because our hearts start beating really fast. 

Also we all love to play different sports that can make you sweat and sweating is a good way to burn weight. 

In conclusion that if we don’t have fitness often it can effect our body and health. 

Kind regards Matthew 3JW 



Year 3
Ban soccer balls 

Dear Mr White,  

Not many people like playing with soccer balls but heaps of people in the school don’t like soccer balls.  These are the reasons 
why you must ban soccer balls, 

Firstly, boys should not bring soccer balls to school because they are dangerous and if a little kid is walking the boys wouldn’t 
stop so the ball will hit them so that’s why you should ban soccer balls. 

Secondly, soccer balls are worthless and if they want to play they should just go to a soccer club or play at home.  They  only 
have one use and it is playing soccer.  They have no value . 

Lastly, when the bell rings boys just keep playing soccer. So teachers have to waste there time to tell then to STOP! When 
teachers tell them to stop playing then that means they miss learning time. 

Don’t you want us to be safe or hurt. You should ban soccer  balls at holy family because if a little kid is walking on the oval 
the ball will hit them. Soccer balls are worthless because they have no value. When the bell rings they keep playing so it means 
they will miss learning time. 

Kind regards, 

Mia 3JW 

Dear Mr Winters, 

Making is fun and you can show your creativity and it helps us learn to work in a teem we should do making every day. 

Firstly, it is fun to make you can make lots of different things. that involve making you can make puppet books You can make a 
dollhouse and lot more. 

Secondly, making is fun DON’T YOU WANT US TO HAVE FUN ? we can read about making we can make people happy. With 
making You can make things for lots of other people I love making. 

 also, making can help others we should do making every day EVERY ON LOVES MAKING.  

In conclusion, making is more funnier then all the other. subjects like math English and literacy. it is fun to do making because you 
can make what ever you want. 

kind regards 

From Portia 3JW 



Year 3
Plant 

To dad,  

I want a new plant because the chicken keep eating the plant. 

we need to have a new plant because it is good. 

surely we need to have a new plant because it have grass. 

we must have a new plant because it look a little ugly 

we need a new plant because the chicken keep digging it 

To dad do you want the plant to be pretty  

By Socheata 3JW 

ELC kids  
3jw room 25.26 

Dear mr white, 

 I want the ELC’S to come to our classroom for golden time so we don’t get bored. 

 I think the ELCS, should come to our classroom, we could do lots education and learning with them. If they come they can 
play on our laptops, and have fun. And play games. 

Firstly, I want the ELCS to come to our classroom for golden time, because if they come we can learn there names. Then we 
can remember there names then remember them  
  

 Secondly, I want the ELCS to come, also for Learning. so we can teach them lots of words, and other cool stuff. 

Lastly, I want the ELCS to come for library, so they can learn how to read. In the Library we can read with them. 
  
In conclusion, The ELCS, should defently come for lots of fun, don’t you think to. They should learn,teach and more other 
stuff. I’ll be so much fun 

Kind regards, Tiffany 3JW



Year 3
😾 Don’t scare😾   little kids! 

✰ Dear the person that made little kids scared with scary anime,  
✰
✰ Why did you make scary anime? I honestly think that terrifying anime is 

only for older kids and adults because kids can get nightmares of the 
killing. ✰ 

✰ Firstly, I really think that you should only watch scary anime if you’re an 
old teenager or adult. ✰ 

✰ Secondly, kids can definitely get nightmares from the killing, violent, 
stabbing, blood, monsters. ✰ 

✰ Thirdly, there should be no kissing in kid’s anime because I think it’s 
disgusting and weird and most kids will think the same. ✰  

✰ Do you want little kids to have nightmares? NO! Then please don’t scare 
little kids with scary and bloody anime! I honestly think that little kids 
should not watch scary anime or inappropriate anime and only old 

teenagers and adults are aloud to watch it.  
✰
✰ From, 
✰  Vi ✰ 
✰

By Vi, 3JW



Year 3

By Thuy, 3JW



Year 3

By Avleen, 3JW



Year 3

By Monika, 3JW



Year 4

By Akem, 4NB

Mountains and volcanos

Where are the worlds Mountains and volcanos?

Most of the world’s mountains and volcanos are in places where 
the open is, or the crust. The worlds mountains were formed 
millions of years ago. Some mountain ranges are under the 
oceans.

How volcanos may be formed?

Volcanos come in many shapes and sizes. There are low, flat 
volcanoes, and tall, cone shaped ones. Some volcanoes have 
large hallows, called craters, at the top. A volcano forms when 
hot gasses, rocks, lava and ash burst out of the ground. Most 
volcanoes are very old, but some have formed in the last 100 
years. They may form under the oceans and stick up above the 
water as islands.

Life in the mountains

The weather gets colder and colder and the wind is even 
stronger than what it is before because on mountains there is 
snow which can make wind stronger and even colder.
If you try to climb the mountains in that weather that would be 
IMPOSSIBLE because you would freeze and be so cold and 
you wouldn’t even have grip.



Year 4

UNBAN ROBLOX!!! 

Dear Hanson, 

 HAS TO to UNBAN Roblox so kids can use their imagination. He also HAS TO 
UNBAN Roblox because it is so fun to play and you can make Friends all around the 
world. 

Firstly, People that play Roblox are waiting till the weekend to play that is 120 hours 
that will take FOREVER!!! And anyways other people might be able to play 15-20 
minutes I only get to play once a fortnight!. 

Secondly, Hanson needs to UNBAN Roblox so we can all have fun and make friends 
all around the world. He also HAS TO do this so we can use our imagination 
throughout our life to have fun. Because when you have kids kids need someone to 
play with you cannot do that unless you built up imagination to play with them. 

Also, there is brilliant games that we can enjoy and play. Teachers will get to talk to 
other teachers throughout the school. We could play 1 lesson because we need 
another game to join in with school and plus strict parents will not let their kids have 
some excitement in life unless it’s 1 hour a day can you believe it!. 

In conclusion, Hanson HAS TO UNBAN Roblox so we can use our imagination 
throughout our life and also so we don’t have to wait till the weekend just to play 
Roblox. We could play 1 lesson of Roblox in school that would be lots of fun don’t you 
agree with me? 

Kind Regards, 

Aiden 4GM 



Year 4

             Locks on Lockers 
To: Mr White


I Strongly believe that we should have locks on our lockers, There can be 
STEALING, Knocking over, PRIVACY! No one would like that! 

Firstly, People can steal from your bag our parents will be very mad at us! If 
You are going to check your bag and you don’t see an item you need you will 
get pretty stressed! So you MUST get locks on our lockers! 

Secondly, When packing our bags people can knock our bags over! Then we 
have to wash it and it takes forever to dry! It will take even longer if you 
have a fluffy bag! I Mean like our bags would look extremely ugly if our fluffy 
bag got dirty! 

Thirdly, We need to have our privacy without stressing that someone will 
look inside our bags! 
Everyone Tremendously hates  people looking inside our bags! I strongly 
recommend people to add lockers in schools!  
  
Finally, If we don’t have locks on our lockers people can knock all our 
important stuff down, What if we had something really  

*In conclusion* 

We should get locks on our lockers because its our privacy and because the 
things I listed in this text! Do you want to stop spending money on school 
bags? 

Ann 4GM       
                                 



Year 4

No Uniforms! 

Dear Mr. White, 

                   I would appreciate if we could get rid of school uniforms because sitting in a room 
wearing the same thing as everyone else in a room is really weird, you have to wash it over 
and over again if you only have 1 uniform and eventually washing gets tiring so you would buy 
more and its expensive. 

Firstly, I strongly believe that we should get rid of school uniforms because it feels uncomfy 
and it’s hard to put on a tie, I don’t even like wearing my dress, if we wear casual it shows our 
personality. We should have badges that say ‘Holy Family Catholic School’ instead of wearing 
a WHOLE school uniform, so we don’t get lost. 

Secondly, it costs a lot of money and my uniform shrunk in the dryer and it felt very very tight, 
so I had to go to school to buy more. My mum works really hard to get money and she has to 
spend most of her money on my uniforms. It’s just WAY too expensive! 

Lastly, most schools make girls wear dresses and most girls (like me) HATE to wear dresses 
and we get cold too! It looks ugly and parents are scared that if they make the dress/skirt too 
short then the boys will get “distracted”, and when they make the skirt/dress too long we might  
trip while running. 

IN CONCLUSION-*INTENSE BREATH* I strongly and will ALWAYS believe that school 
uniforms should be banned and we should be able to wear casual clothes instead to express 
our personality and creativity, it  leaves you cold on a cold day and its hot on a hot day! You 
can never find the right  temperature! They are really expensive, why should I pay OVER $100 
worth of clothing for school?! No thank you! 

Kind regards, 

Anna 4GM           



Year 4

-  Unban Roblox – 
Firstly, Roblox needs to be unbanned because, Roblox Is a fun game for 
everyone to use they’re imagination and creativity, and Its so fun to play! There 
are so many possibilities and games to choose from! You can choose any game 
you like! You like roleplay games? Then play a roleplay game! You don’t like 
violence? Then stay away from those games! Its very easy to avoid simple 
inappropriate games, besides, Roblox bans all those games 

Secondly, Roblox bans inappropriate players!/pedo’s, pedophiles* which means 
that Roblox is completely safe for everyone to play! But if Roblox forgets to ban 
them, we can just avoid them! We’re not dumb enough to fall for they’re tricks! 
Because this is holy family catholic school, and the learning here makes us 
smart and teaches us what to do and what not to do! Besides, the people who 
don’t know this probably aren’t old enough to have laptops! ( no offence to them 
O_O )  so we are actually completely safe playing Roblox! And besides, it’s a 
totally fun websites with multiple games that is banned for a good reason! But 
we know better than to fall for pedo’s tricks,  

Lastly, Don’t you want us to enjoy our free time? Instead of keeping to play the 
same game with the same things? Because it takes insanely long over the week, 
but you can still play it at home, but! School is exhausting and takes over 6 
hours of the day! So we don’t really enjoy our free time, (unless we’re Minecraft 
addicts,) But its not fair for the Roblox addicts, We really want Roblox back! 
Roblox is really fun and, Roblox games can sometimes give you strategy, 
Thinking and Learning, sometimes it can actually teach you things, WHILE 
YOUR GAMING! Its fun, and teaching us good things sometimes! We should be 
able to have fun while getting Teached as well, strategy is mostly in roleplay 
games, but still! So please bring Roblox back, because its such a fun game with 
so much things to do and stuff! You can avoid everything Inappropriate and stick 
with the good games! It isn’t just one game! There are so many possibilities to 
choose from! So please, bring roblox back! Its literally the best game I could 
imagine, 

        

Chelsea 4GM   



Year 4

Kids shouldn’t wear school Uniform. 

Dear Mr White, 

Introduction: Students shouldn’t wear school uniform. They need to wear normals 
clothes instead. 

Firstly: The uniform is hard to put on. It has so much layers and gets too hot. 

Secondly: It is very expensive and your parents have to pay lots of money just for a 
uniform. If we get to wear normal clothes it would be much cheaper and easier. 

Finally: People get to express themselves in different ways  if they get to wear normal 
clothes plus Everyone looks the same when we wear school uniform. If we get to wear 
normal clothes everyone would look different. 

Conclusion: So want us to express ourselves? We are getting g sick of wearing the 
same clothes everyday. Can’t we have a change?  

Kind regards Cierra 4GM.



Year 4

Dear everybody, 

 Dogs are better than cats because dogs are loyal and they are very playful. If your 
allergic to dogs you can get a dog with no fluff. 

Firstly, Dogs are better than cats because they are very good with kids and cats can 
be a bit mean and you can get big dogs and little dogs cats you can’t really get big and 
little ones. 

Secondly, Dogs are better than cats because sometimes dogs can be funny and dogs 
love to cuddly with and dogs love going for walks and cats don’t like going places. 

Thirdly, Dogs are better than dogs because you can get lots of kind of breeds of dogs 
but cats don’t have many breeds and when you come home dogs are always waiting 
for you. 

In conclusion, So now that you have read why dogs are better than cats go buy 
yourself a cuddly puppy and if you are going to get a dog get one from a shelter 
because it helps out the shelter to get more dogs in. 

From, Ebony 4GM 



Year 4

     No school uniforms 

 We should not wear school uniforms because we have sport practice straight after 
school and might not have time to get dressed.They are not very cool (as in they can 
get hot), The uniforms don’t match red, black and grey? Not for me. The uniforms are 
so expensive. Parents pay for bills and other stuff. 

Firstly, what if it is winter and there is a hot day? We would be in winter uniform and we 
would get very hot in them. The jackets can get very hot and then when we take them 
off we get cold but if we can wear our own clothes we can choose to wear what we 
want, so we don’t get cold or hot. 

Secondly, the uniforms are ugly and they look weird. They don’t match red, black, and 
grey? No thanks. We can use our creativity by designing our own clothes. We can also 
express ourselves by wearing what we like.  

Thirdly, the uniforms are so expensive some people can’t even afford them. Some 
people don’t even want to get them. Parents already pay fees and other bills, why 
clothes too? 

In conclusion, everyone wears the same thing. It is so boring wearing the same thing 
over and over again. You have to let us wear our school uniforms. We can also make 
our own clothes using our 100 languages. For these many reasons I believe that 
school uniforms should be banned entirely. Do you not want us to express ourselves? 

Isabelle 4GM 



Year 4

We should get Windows 10 instead of Apple Laptops! 

Dear Mr. White, I strongly believe that we should get Windows 10 instead of Apple 
Laptops. It has way more apps to learn on than those APPLE laptops. Windows 10s 
have way more pixels than than those trashy laptops. The laptops are way to small and 
they don’t even have any apps to sculpture objects so you can be a sclupter and also, 
the laptops really burn our legs because of the heat of the laptops.  

Firstly, Laptops are way smaller than a Windows 10 and they don’t have many things to 
do on it. It also has 589 pixels than a Windows 10. The laptop is so small it can almost fit 
in a bookcase! Windows 10 is way more advanced and better than those bad laptops. 

Finally, The heat of the apple laptops hurt our legs but the Windows 10 go on desks so 
they don’t hurt our legs. The Windows 10 have so much more space and GB than the 
laptops that you give us. I firmly think that the Windows 10 is amazing and has way more 
purpose of being a computer for children to learn on, and have fun on. 

Concluding this EXTRAORDINARY text, I honestly believe that this school needs a 
better device to learn on, to talk to your friends, play with your friends and lastly you can 
have fun with all of your amazing skills and become what you really want to become…  

Do You Agree?  From Your greatest Student, Jake 4GM. 
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Bye bye Barbies! 
                                 ◖(● o ●)◗

Barbies are a doll that girls love to play with. It’s a girl toy but boys can play with barbies if 
they really wanted to.


Firstly, we should get rid of barbies because if the ELC come to our class and we aren’t

watching most of the ELC kids, they might see the barbies and put it in their mouth, also they 
might 

Choke and that is dangerous and just imagine what will happen to that poor ELC children that 
was chocking.


Secondly,I strongly believe that we should get rid of barbies because a lot of people think that  
Barbies eyes are disgusting.I don’t get a good vibe I feel like they’re haunted because they 
look really scary. Scientist say if barbies were a human size barbies head will be bigger than a 
normal human head

And the body will be really skinny.


Lastly, I absolutely  believe that we should get rid of barbies because we barely use them no 
one 

Plays with it so we have to get rid of barbies and buy new toys or give it to the ELC,It will be 
brilliant to get rid of barbies.


In conclusion I strongly believe that we should get rid of barbies because of the sentence that 
I have mentioned.


Jasmine 4GM 
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Canteen lunch order prices should be low!

Dear Mr White ,

Canteen lunch order prices should be low because lunch order prices in other 
schools are a bit low and in our school the prices are a bit expensive.

Reason 1: Canteen prices should be low because sometimes people doesn’t 
have enough money to get a lunch order just because the prices are a bit high.

Reason 2: Canteen prices should be low because when a kid ask their parents if 
they can have a lunch order and they say sure and they go to the canteen and 
the kid wants a lunch order that is a bit expensive they say its to expensive.

Finally: Canteen prices should be low because some kids thinks the prices are a 
bit. expensive.

In conclusion there is no answer, canteen lunch order prices should be low 
because its just to much. 

Kind regards,  
Kristina 4GM
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NO UNIFORMS PLEASE! 

Dear Mr White, 

I am here to ask for NO SCHOOL UNIFORMS!Lot’s of schools and even universities make 
student wear uniforms. School uniforms aren’t very comfy and they are hard to put on 
especially the tie. With casuals we can express our personality and we can be creative. 
Uniforms are also very expensive. I clearly believe that uniforms should be banned! 

To start ff with kids can use creativity with their designing of casual cloths . Kids could wear 
tie dye shirts, different styles or crazy outfits too.I would definitely recommend changing to 
casuals. 

In addition to this, kids can express their feelings along with their personality. Kids show 
what they like instead of wearing a full on dress.Casuals are better because some girls (like 
me) don't like wearing dresses. 

Also, school uniforms can be very uncomfortable especially our ties.Casuals are way more 
comfy. We also need to stay comfy so we can play. We need to stay comfortable so we can 
do our learning and activities. 

Lastly, school uniforms are REALLY EXPENSIVE!Parents have to pay $200 or something 
just for 1 child’s uniform.Parents need this money to pay bills or even school fees. Don't you 
want us to come to your school. 

Do you want us to express our personality?Remembering that creativity is also a very nice 
thing but the uniforms are just REALLY EXPENSIVE and UNCOMFORTABLE .I REALLY 
would recommend changing to casuals would be worth it. Don’t you agree? 

Sincerely, 

Manseerat 4GM.   
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 Dear Mr.White,  

we must keep our epic laptops after Holy Family. At the moment we have to give our 
laptops a few weeks before graduating.We even have to pay fees for the laptops but 
we can’t keep it which is disappointing because we know how to fix the laptops. 
Mostly High school’s homework will always be on a laptop. Student’s do not like 
used laptops and the software is easy to work. 

Firstly, we all need a laptop for high school. If we could keep the same one we will 
already know how to work the laptop. For Example if I go to high school and we don’t 
get a MacBook Air we will not know how to work the software and apps that only 
come on Apple. 

Another Reason, my mum and dad have to pay fees for the laptop so when I finish 
school I get to keep it isn’t that fair. For Example 
1 year laptop fee is $456 which means by the end of year 6 we have already paid 
$2280 which is far too expansive for my parents. 

Lastly, after year 6 the laptops get passed on to other students, however we are all 
paying $2280 for a laptop, so the other students should get a new laptop.If you buy 1 
brand new laptop from Apple they are worth half of the school fees.   

I strongly believe my parents pay for the laptop and we need laptops for high school 
so we should get to keep our laptops. Don’t you absolutely agree?       

Kind Regards,  

Sampann 4GM 
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No School Uniform 

Dear Mr White, 

No need to panic you have been an awesome principal this is a CONVINCING 
letter. Okay now on the topic WHY SHOULD KIDS HAVE TO WEAR UNIFORM. 
You might not be aware of this but some kids after school do sport. 

Firstly, sometimes if you are unorganized like me you find it tricky to keep your 
uniform in the same spot from Monday to Friday. And for me it is very 
uncomfortable. 

Secondly, they are very ugly and like red, Grey, Black, and white do not match at 
all I mean? Like those colours are like 

 12let me tell you why casual is better, casual is better because you get to express 
your feelings. It is important because everyone might not like to match. 

Thirdly, they are really expensive instead of buying uniform our parents can use 
the money for bills, food, and other expenses. 

It is for these reasons I strongly believe uniforms should be banned. They take 
away our freedom and no one wants to match. 

  
Do you want your students have freedom? 

Kind regards,  

Winnie 4GM 
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By Maddox, 4GM

By Angok, 4GM
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By Iris, 4NB

Meat eating Dingos

diet 
Dingos are carnivores that miens they eat meat. 
Sometimes dingos get blamed for eating farm 
stock this is only a problem when they can’t find 
food. Dingos will hunt for small anmils. These 
include rabbits, rats and mice and lizards and 
reptiles. They also eat fruit and vegetables, but 
their main food is meat. An interesting fact is 
that dingos can survive 22 days without water 

 
Appearance
Dingos have short fur and look just 
domesticated dogs. They  sometimes get 
mistaken because they look like foxes. Fun fact 
Dingos have strong teeth that are used for 
chowing meat. Dingos have a bushy tail for 
balancing. Did you know dingos can be white , 
ginger and brown.
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By Michelle, 5/6HM

Writing prompt wk7  

“We have come to your planet from a world far away” 
I didn’t know what was going on but I started going up. 
“When I got sucked up there were lots of alien than one of them 
came up to me and said…  
“Hi my name is George and I’d like to take you out for dinner 
tonight”  
I was shocked when I heard this so I quickly escaped and ran out” 
When dad was talking I saw my sister yawning and when I saw the 
yawning I knew it meant “I’m bored” or “I don’t think this is 
real”. 
Even though this didn’t sound real I was really engaged in the 
story so I asked dad “What happened to the milk?” “Really?” My 
sister asked “This is going to be so boring!” 
Obviously my dad ignored my sister and started talking 
“After I went down the disc I totally forgot about the milk, I 
reached in my pocket for my phone to text your mum about the story 
but then I felt the big jug of milk in my big pocket. 
I quickly ran home and when I got home I saw you and your sister 
with a dry bowl of cereal”. 
“Wow, that’s amazing da-”! “BORING!” I was interrupted by my 
sister who was clearly bored I was so interested and I wanted to 
ask my dad a lot of questions, so I did. 
The first question I asked was “What happened that alien George”? 
My dad quickly responded “I don’t know what happened to him but I 
will never go dinner with him again!” Dad exclaimed. 
Suddenly I saw a big silver disc with a purple light coming out of 
it. 
The disc quickly floated away in in less than 20 seconds it was 
gone, I quickly shouted “DAD , DAD”! “Yes?” “I SAW THE BIG DISC 
YOU WERE TALKING ABOUT!” “Really?” My sister interrupted “Ruby let 
your sister talk” “okay … but none of this is true”. 
I started asking mum dad more questions like “What did the disc 
look like?” Or “What time did you get sucked up?” While I was 
asking the questions my sister Ruby seemed really bored but I 
didn’t really care because when my dad explained it I was so 
interested! 
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An Hour passed and it was 12:00 which meant my mum was coming 
home, when I heard her car I ran out the door so I was the first 
one to greet her. 
When I got out I saw my mum all tired and when I opened my mouth 
to say hello she blocked my hand and said “Not today, I’m really 
tired” I was obviously sad hearing this but I knew my mum need 
space after a long day of work so I just when back in the house 
and did not disturb her for the rest of the day. 
My mum went in the living room were my sister and my dad were 
sitting, my dad was so happy to see her my dad was going to tell 
her the story but she but her hand on his mouth and said “Not 
today , I’m tired” like me my dad was obviously sad but he didn’t 
want to disturb her. 
After that we all went silent and by the time we all got up it was 
1:00 which meant it was time to eat while we were sitting on the 
dinner table everyone was silent but we were all silent until we 
saw a purple light coming from the sky mums eyes widen Ruby was 
shocked I was happy because now I could prove that the disc was 
real, it started moving up onto our roof than we heard shacking 
OUR ROOF WAS BREAKING! When it finally broke off and the wind was 
so strong that we were floating up like dad said. 
When we got up we were all shocked not because it was real but 
because ALIENS WERE REAL, we quickly got pulled somewhere in the 
Disc and before we knew it THERE WAS AN ALIEN AND HE SAID HIS NAME 
WAS GEORGE! 
A few second later and we go pulled to a table were George was, we 
quickly got food and George told us that we could come every week 
to come eat with him and all the other Aliens, we were to scared 
to say no so we said yes so every week we came up to eat with 
George and that’s how the story ends.

By Michelle, 5/6HM



Fried Worms gross 
Previously Billy & Alan have betted each other about eating worms gross so they talking 
about their mamas so now to be continued… Bruh I’m still going to bet $50 on you about 
eating 15 worms like I’d like to see you. “So, Alan I bet on you one hundi so If you try you 
can’t do it”. Oh yeah slurp, slurp Alan slurps up 15 slimy juicy worms in a second done 15 
down in the bag. “Huh?” Done I said done easy so give me my one hundi. “Oh fine” Billy 
drops $100 bomb on Alans hand. “Hey where did you get those worms said you Tom?” “oh, 
we found them in the ground normally” “oh”. “Ok fine you want to play games eh ew yuck 
nope I’m out of here I’m not eating that”. Oh, look who’s a chicken come on everyone 
“cluck, cluck, cluck, cluck, cluck” everyone making in front of Billy. Ok the bet is a bet I don’t 
have to give you any money heh, heh, heh in an evil laugh. Ok what is the next challenge for 
the mighty Alan? 
 
“We challenge you to eat um snow you have to eat snow for this challenge”. Ok then “over 
there snow for the challenge” ok I’m ready, oh om nom, nom. “Wow he actually ate snow” 
“I didn’t think he would do it” you guys have to try snow its real soft first it’s like very sandy 
to water. All right what is next up for my challenge? “Um ah eat paper” whoa buster paper 
real paper “yep” alright om nom, nom ate it finished oh this feels weird oh.  
 
“Ok I’m still going to challenge him to the final round” “the final round?” “The final round oh 
jeez so it says eat a cake in one b, bah, bite… No way one bite of a cake then it will be my 
favourite mud cake “sure”. “Mud cake served” so now this is the final round huh “Ready, 
set, GO! They stuff their whole mouth with the mud cake & fail. “Wow they failed the 
challenge, well what an eating contest”. Well now you know Alan & Billy both failed this 
challenge one cake in one bite amazing. But Billy & Alan got knocked out of their heads & 
went to the hospital. Billy’s mum & dad & Alans were shocked when they heard they ate 
worms & that they nearly killed themselves, Alans mum & dad were scared. His mum 
passed out from both of their bellies; their bellies were so fattened up they got diabetes… 
 
Chapter 2 the hospital next time on Fried Worms Z.ss 
 
     
  
 By Sopheaktra, 5/6HM
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          How to eat fried worms 
 
Chapter 2: A worm is a worm and a bet is a bet. 
 
Billy and Tom walked to the creek near Alan’s house after school. Alan quickly ran home to 
get fifty dollars out of his room and quickly sprinted down to the creek where he met Billy 
and tom. As they walked to the dirt patch near the creek in silence Tom looked at billy from 
the corner of his eye and saw him shaking, him constantly swallowing, his face worried and 
looked as if he had seen his life flash before him. So, Tom broke the silence, trembling 
‘Listen Billy you don’t have to eat Fifteen worms, if it makes you feel better, I will give you 
five dollars if you eat one worm!’  ‘No. we made a bet, a bet is a bet and anyway, how bad 
can a worm taste?’ ‘But you’re not just eating one worm apparently your eating FIFTEEN!’ 
‘Oh well a worm is a worm and a bet is a bet, and fifty dollars can buy me a new pair of Nike 
Kicks. So, I am gonna do it!’ Tom opened his mouth to respond but he knew that there was 
no changing his mind now, it was too late. 
 
 
Chapter 3: Wrigley jiggly jelly. 
 
They reached the dirt pile. Alan held his Note tighter and tighter hoping he wasn’t going to 
have to give his money away now that he knew it was going to be used to buy new shoes. 
Then billy started making a plan. ‘Alan did you bring your shovels?’ ‘OH DAMIT, I forgot 
them. Ugh. I was so busy getting my money and wondering if you would actually eat fifteen 
worms. I forgot!’ Alan said in a frustrated voice. ‘Don’t worry, were just gonna get dirty.’ 
Billy said in a confident voice. So, they started digging. Alan found a worm ‘Found one!’ he 
said in an overly loud voice ‘Now it’s time for the action to happen. Eat it go on eat it!’ ‘No 
way we have to wait……. until we find all fifteen.’ Billy said less confidently. ‘No, no, no eat it 
now. I want to see if you’re not just a talker and not a do-er’ Then Tom added ‘Billy maybe 
you should try one to see how it tastes, you know…. so, you know what you’re dealing with.’  
Billy had to eat that worm he knew it, so he held up the worm in front of his face. It was 
wriggling like jiggly jelly moving on its own. It was pink with dirt all over it. It was small and it 
was so pale you could see its veins and its insides. Billy began to shake. His body still, his 
jaws stuck together. ‘C’mon already, put it in your mouth, it can’t be that bad. It’s only been 
wriggling in the dirt all its life and eating unknown things and been hanging out with his ant 
friends that eat things left on the ground.’ Billy opened his mouth threw the worm into the 
creek and ran home leaving without his friends, screaming not stopping or looking back. ‘I 
knew he is all bark no bite.’ Alan said ‘Yeah… but I wouldn’t eat fifteen worms, even if my 
life depended on it, and anyway at least you get to keep your money.’ So, they walked home 
laughing their heads off and planning what bet was going to be made tomorrow.      

By Taihya, 5/6HM
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